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The collection 8 of solvable K-groups, finite solvable groups that split 
over each normal subgroup, is known to be a formation which is normal 
subgroup inherited and the g-residual G, of a solvable group G is 
generated by the prefrattini subgroups of G [ 1, 21. There also exists a 
characteristic subgroup x(G) E 3 of a solvable group G such that a normal 
subgroup ME jJ if and only if M/M n x(G) E 3. Ascending and descending 
series can be defined with respect to 3 that have properties analogous to 
that for central series. The formation 5 is significant in many ways, one of 
which is the fact that each finite solvable group can be embedded in a mul- 
tiprimitive group [9] and this class of groups is contained in 5. While 
investigating subformations of 3 and their residuals, certain properties sur- 
faced that warranted attention in their own right. The result was a parallel 
to the theory of nilpotent groups and in a sense, the development 
crystalized into a dual for saturated formations. This occurred because of 
the introduction of the totally nonsaturated formations by Hofmann [lo] 
and the work of Blessenohl and Brewster [3] on formations that have each 
chief factor in the (S-residual for a given formation 8 being complemented. 
The bridge between the dual concepts is the !$prefrattini subgroups of 
Hawkes [S]. 
Only finite solvable groups will be considered and the notation is 
standard. All formations will be assumed to be nonempty. 
1. TOTALLY NONSATURATED FORMATIONS 
For a formation (5, c(B) is the collection of all groups for which the 
0%residual, G,, of a group G has only complementable chief factors of G 
contained in it. It is known [3] that c(B) is a formation and it is evident 
that ~(~(05)) =c(B). Moreover, if 8 and $ are formations such that Sj c 6, 
then G, E G,. Consequently c(B) CC(~). 
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DEFINITION 1. A formation 8 is rotall~ rzonsarurated, 6 is a tn$r- 
mation, if the following condition is satisfied: If a group G 4 (5 and G has a 
minimal normal subgroup A4 such that G/ME 6, then M c Q(G). 
THEOREM 1 (Hofmann). A jbrmation 6 is a tnTformation $aand only if 
8 = c(6). 
Proof: If a group GE c(B) such that G, # { 1 }, there exists a chief fac- 
tor G,/Kc @(G/K). The contradiction implies that 05 E c(B) E 6. On the 
other hand, suppose that a group G 4 8 = c(6) has a minimal normal sub- 
group A4 such that G/M E 6. If M is complemented, a contradiction occurs. 
COROLLARY 1.1. For each ,formation 6, c(B) is a tn-formation. 
COROLLARY 1.2. A jbrmation Q is a tn-formation if and only $for each 
group G that has a minimal normal subgroup M that is complemented by a 
subgroup KE 6, then G E 8. 
THEOREM 2. A formation 6 is a tn-formation if and only if G/F(G) E 6 
implies that G/@(G) E 6. 
Proof: Assume that @i(G) = { I} f or a group G such that G/F(G) E 6, 6 
a tn-formation. Then G splits over each normal subgroup contained 
in F(G). Consequently each chief factor of G that is contained in F(G) is 
complemented. Since G, c F(G), then Gc5 = { 1 ). 
Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of a group G that satisfies the 
given condition and that G/ME@, but G+! 65. If Mn Q(G)= { l), then 
G,, = M. But G/@(G)ME 6 implies that G/F(G) E 8. Hence G,@(G) E 8. 
Therefore GE 6. The contradiction implies that ME Q(G). 
COROLLARY 2.1. For a tn:formation 6, G,, is nilpotent for a group G if 
and only if G, c a(G). 
A formation Q is said to be contained in a minimal tn-formation !!j if 
8 c 53 for a tn-formation 53 implies that 8 E R. 
THEOREM 3. (a) The intersection of a collection of tn-formations is a 
tn-formation. 
(b) Each formation G is contained in a unique minimal tn-formation, 
namely c(B). 
Proof: For (a), let Y = {@ii}, be a collection of tn-formations 6, for 
each ie I. Then (li = n, Bi is a formation. Since 0 5 Bj for each i~1, then 
c(6) s ~(8,). So c(G) c fi, ~(6,) = fi, 6; = 8 E c(6). Therefore 6 = c(B). 
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That a formation 8 is contained in a unique smallest n-formation B is a 
consequence of (a) and 0, c c(B). However 8 c $ c c(Q) G c(a) = $ for a 
tn-formation 6. So 4j = c(G). 
For an arbitrary formation Q, it is conceivable that a formation A exists 
such that 8 c R c c(e). In [3] the lattice structure of these formations is 
discussed. But Theorem 3(b) verities that 9 cannot be a tn-formation. 
The collection of groups that are tn-formations is not empty. Does there 
exist a counterpart to nilpotent groups? The answer is provided by the 
solvable nC-groups 5. The 5 designation will be retained for the remainder 
of the article. 
A property related to “prefrattini” subgroups is stated here for reference 
and its proof is well known. 
LEMMA 4. If a chief series { 1) = N, c N, c ‘.. c N, = N 4 G is 
avoided by a prefrattini subgroup W of a group G, then 
(a) Nn W={l} and 
(b) G splits over N. 
Whenever the hypothesis of Lemma 4 is satisfied, we can immediately 
conclude that each chief factor of a group G that is contained in a normal 
subgroup N is complemented by Lemma 2.6 [S]. Hence a normal sub- 
group N of a group G is avoided by a prefrattini subgroup of G if and only 
if each chief factor of G in N is avoided by a prefrattini subgroup. 
THEOREM 5. Let 8 he a information and GE c(B). Then G, E 3 and G 
splits over G,. 
Proqf By Lemma 4, G splits over G,. If G, $3, let N be a minimal 
normal subgroup of G that is contained in (G,),. Inductively (G/N)e = 
G,/N E 5. Hence WC N for a prefrattini subgroup W of Gg. Then 
@(G,)= (1). F or otherwise, @(G,) E N n Q(G) # ( 1 } and this implies 
that E’(G,) splits over each normal subgroup of Gc5 that is contained in it. 
Therefore W avoids F(G,) and hence N. So U’{ l}. This implies that 
(G,G), = i 1 ). 
THEOREM 6. (a) Each tn-formation 8 contains the formation 3. 
(b) 3 does not contain a proper subformation that is total/y non- 
saturated. 
(c) 5 is the unique tn-formation which has the following property: 
For each subformation !$ E 8, 8 a tn-formation, c(5) = 8. 
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Proqf: Since the one-element groups belong to (6, then each group 
GE 3 is the C%residual for a one-element group. Hence G E c( (5) = (F, 2 3. 
This verifies (a) which implies (b). Then (c) is a consequence of (a) and 
@I. 
The proof of the next result is straight forward. 
THEOREM 7. Let 3 be u .su~formation of 3. D@e & = [G ( GE c(Q), 
G,6 E >} jbr a,formation 6. Then sj is u suhfbrmution of c(6). 
The subformation $ in Theorem 7 is not necessarily a tn-formation. 
However, the result is useful, in particular whenever I! is restricted to being 
the collection of elementary abelian p-groups for a given prime p. 
Because of the results in [3] in regard to the lattice structure of the sub- 
formations that contain a formation (5 and are contained in c((fi), it might 
appear that there is a bijection between these subformations and the sub- 
formations in 3 with respect to the residuals. At this time the best possible 
answer seems to be that each formation (F, *, CC c (ci* c c(m), can be related 
to a subformation P in 3 generated by all G,, for GE tfi*. 
2. LOCALLY COMPLEMENTED FORMATIONS 
Consider the class of primitive groups d and a chief factor H/K of a 
group G. The primitive group type of H/K is the semidirect product 
[H/K](G/C,(H/K))E.R 
LEMMA 1. Let (6 he u nonempty ,jtirmation und G he u group in which 
euch p-chkf,fhctor in G,, is complemented. 
(a) The p-chiqf’factors q/‘G above G,, belong to primitive group types 
that are not pairwise isomorphic to primitive group types of p-chief factors 
contained in Gcr,. 
(b) Each p-chi<f,factor (?f’G that is G-isomorphic to a p-chkf jhctor in 
G,, is complemented. 
Proqfi This follows precisely the proof of Lemma 1 in [3] 
DEFINITION 1. The c,-closure of a formation A is the set c,,(K) = 
{G ( G,, has each p-chief factor complemented}. A formation fi is c,-closed 
if c,(R) = A. A system of formations {H(p)} = {H(p) I for all primes p} is 
c-closed if c,(H(p)) = H(p) for each prime p. 
The concept of being either c,-closed or c-closed is a well-defined closure 
operation. 
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THEOREM 2. The c,-closure of a formation is a tn-formation. 
Pro@ The argument that $j = c,(R) is a formation is analogous to the 
proof of Theorem 1 in [3]. It is evident that c(B) g $ c c(B) by Lemma 2.6 
c51. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let {T(p)) b e a system of nonempty formations. Then 
n, c,,( T(p)) is a tn-formation. 
Proqf: This follows from Theorem 3(a). 
DEFINITION 2. A formation 5 is said to be locally complemented if there 
exists a system of nonempty formations ( T(p)} for each prime p such that 
b = n, Wp) and H(P) = c,(T(p)). 
By Theorem 2 and its corollary, H(p), for each prime p, and B are 
tn-formations. 
THEOREM 3. Let 8 he a formation and A = n { 2 ( Iz is a locally com- 
plemented,formation that contains O}. 
(a) si is a locally complemented formation. 
(b) 8 = R {f and only if 8 is a tn-formation. 
(c) 52 is the unique minimal tn-formation that contains 6. 
Proof. For each prime p, set T*(p) = 8. The tn-formation !jj = 
n, H*(p)= c(O)zO for H*(p)=c,(T*(p)) and each prime p. By 
definition, $ is locally complemented by the system {T*(p)}. Hence R is 
nonempty. Let S(p) = np {T(p) ( f or all 2). Consequently S(p) is a non- 
empty formation and for each group G, G,( ,,) s G,( Pj for each formation 
T(p) with respect o a fixed prime p. Consider a group G E 52. If G,, p = { 1 } 
for each 2, then GE S(p). Otherwise for some 2, G,(,, # { 1 }. Let M be a 
minimal normal subgroup of G that is contained in G,(,,. Since 
(G/M),,,, = G,,,,/Mz MG.(,,/M= (G/M),,,, for all T(p), then induc- 
tively each p-chief factor in (G/M),(,,, is complemented. Moreover if M is a 
p-chief factor, then M is complemented since it is contained in G,(,,. Con- 
sequently each p-chief factor of G in a chief series through ( 1 } c ME G,(,, 
is complemented. By Lemma 2.6 [S], each p-chief factor in G,(,, is com- 
plemented. Since this is valid for each prime p, then each group GE R is 
contained in the formation 9 that is locally complemented by the set 
{S(p)}. Howeve r, L! z R since for each prime p, S(p) G T(p) for each I. So 
H = L’. Hence (a) is valid. 
By Corollary 2.1, A is a tn-formation. On the other hand suppose that 8 
is a tn-formation. By definition, 8 = c(Q). Set T(p) = 0 for each prime p. 
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Then (5 is locally complemented by the set [ T(p) I and H c 6. Therefore 
R = 6. This verifies (b). 
(c) is an immediate consequence of the above. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the formation 3. 
(1) For each prime p, let T(p) denote the formation of one-element 
groups. Then 3 is locally complemented by the set ( T(p) ).. 
(2) For each prime p, let T(p) be the formation of elementary 
abelian p-groups. For a group G in the formation $ locally complemented 
by the set {T(p)J, G,,, has each p-chief factor complemented. For R = 
n, G,,~,~ R = G,, @ the formation of elementary abelian groups. Further- 
more each p-chief factor in G, is complemented. Hence GE 3. So 
6 c 3 c !$ that is, 3 is locally complemented by !?j. 
DEFINITION 3. Let { T(p)) be a system of formations which locally 
complements a formation 6. Then ( T(p)) is said to be integruted if 
T(p) c 6 for each prime p. 
Consider a formation 6 that is locally complemented by a system 
(T(p)]. For each group GEM, G/G.,,, E T(p)nB= T*(p). Then 
cP( T*( p)) = H*(p) c H(p) and 8 E n,, H(p) = 6. Hence each tn-formation 
6 can be locally complemented by an integrated system of formations. 
THEOREM 4. Let ( T(p) } and { T,(p)) be two integrated systems that 
locally complement a formation 6 and (H(p)}, {H,(p)} he the respective 
c-closures qf these systems. Then H(p) = H,(p) for each prime p. 
Proc?f: Since H(p) n H,(p) # 0, assume there exists a group G of 
minimal order such that GE H(p)\H,(p). Then Gr,(,,i # { I). Let M be a 
minimal normal subgroup of G such that MS G,,,,). Then M is unique as 
a minimal normal subgroup, G/ME H,(p), but G $ H,(p). Since H,(p) is a 
tn-formation, M E @D(G). 
If M is divisible by a prime q # p, then GE H,(p). So M is a p-subgroup. 
If Gm, # { 1 }, then Mz GTcpi. However this implies that M is complemen- 
ted. Therefore GE T(p) c 6 = n,, H,(p). But 8 c H,(p) implies that M is 
complemented. From this contradiction it follows that H(p) E H,(p). 
Similarly H,(p) E H(p). 
COROLLARY 4.1. A locally complemented formation (li is independent of 
the integrated systems that define 8. 
DEFINITION 4. The k,-closure of a formation R is the set k,(S) = 
(G 1 GE c,,(9) and G, is an elementary abelian p-group}. A formation is 
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k,-closed if k,(R) = R and a system of formations ( T(p)} is k-closed if 
k,,( T(p)) = T(p) for each prime p. 
The concept of k,-closure is a closure operation. 
THEOREM 5. 
(a) For a formation 53, k,(R) is a formation. 
(b) Let (T(P)) b e a system of integrated formations that locally com- 
plement a formation 6. Then { k,,( T(p)} ts a k-closed integrated system of 
formations that locally complements 6. 
Proof (a) results from k,(R) being the intersection of two formations. 
For (b), consider GE kp( T(p)) such that GTcpj f { 1 } and let M be a 
minimal normal subgroup of G that is contained in GTcPj. By induction, 
G/M E 6. If G 4 6, then ME Q(G) since 6 is a tn-formation. The con- 
tradiction implies that k,(T(p)) c 6. Hence the system (k,(T(p))} is an 
integrated system. Set S(p) = kr( T(p)). Then for each group G, 
G .7(P) c Gr,,,. Therefore for H(p) = c,,( T( p)) and H*(p) = c,(S(p)), we 
have H(p) c H*(p) c H(p). Consequently G = nP H(p) = np H*(p). So the 
system {S(p) } locally complements 8. 
From Theorem 5 we conclude that each tn-formation can be locally 
complemented by a k-closed integrated system of formations. This has par- 
ticular significance whenever primitive group types of chief factors are to be 
considered. in general, kp( T(p)) is not necesarily a tn-formation. 
Consider a group G, a formation R, and a chief factor H/K of G. The 
primitive group type [H/K](G/C,( H/K)) is known to be in A for each 
chief factor H/K that is not contained in CR. For each complemented chief 
factor H/K that is contained in G,, CWKI(WG(H/K)) = G/n, Mg 4 52 for 
a complement M/K to H/K in G/K. 
LEMMA 6. Let H be a formation and H/K a complemented chief factor in 
a group G. 
(a) The primitive group type of HJK is in 52 if and only if HJK is not 
contained in CR. 
(b) If R is a tn-formation, then H/K has a primitive group type in R if 
and only if Aut,( H/K) E R. 
Proof. (a) is the result of the preceding comments. 
For (b), suppose that Aut,(H/K)ER but [H/K](G/C,(H/K))$R. Since 
R is a tn-formation, H/K is contained in the Frattini subgroup of the exten- 
sion. The contradiction implies that the primitive group type is in A. 
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LEMMA 7. Let 53 be rr k,,-closed ,fiwmution und H(p) = c,,( 53 ). A group 
G E H(p) if and only lf each p-chiqffuctor H/K in G,, is complemented and 
Aut,( H/K) $53. 
Proc?f: If GE H(p), then each chief factor G,,/N is a y-chief factor for 
q # p since H is k,-closed. If Aut,(H/K) E U, then H/K would have a 
primitive group type in R. This contradicts Lemma 6(a). So the conditions 
are necessary. 
For the converse it is enough to note that each p-chief factor in G,, is 
complemented and that no chief factor of the form G,,/K can be a p-chief 
factor. 
The next result is dependent upon the known results for a saturated for- 
mation R and R-prefrattini subgroups. (Refer to [4, 81.) The W-prefrattini 
subgroup of a group G will be denoted by W’(,sP) with respect o a Sylow 
system .Y of G. It is known that { W”(Y) I Y) forms a conjugate class of 
subgroups, W”(.V) avoids each R-eccentric chief factor of G that is com- 
plemented and covers all other chief factors, and W”(P) = D*(Y). W(Y) 
for which D”(Y) is a H-normalizer and W(Y) is a prefrattini subgroup, 
both with respect o the Sylow system Y. 
THEOREM 8. Let 6 he a ,formation thut is locally complemented by a 
nonempt~~ k-closed integrated system of formations {f(p)} and R be u 
saturatedformation that is locally defined by this system. Then 8 is precisely 
the collection qf all groups in which W’(Y) uvoids each p-chief ,factor in 
G,,,,,for each prime p. 
Proqf: By Lemma 7, each p-chief factor in G,(,,) is a complemented 
s-eccentric chief factor for each group GE (F = n,, H(p). Hence W*(Y) 
avoids each p-chief factor in G1(,, for each prime p. 
For the converse, let G # { 1 } satisfy the conditions. Then each p-chief 
factor in G,(,,) is eccentric and complemented. By Lemma 7, GE H(p). 
Hence GE& H(p)=@. 
Theorem 8 highlights the natural duality between the concepts of 
saturated and tn-formations that is related by the R-prefrattini subgroup 
with respect to an appropriate system of subgroups, By Theorems 4 and 
5(b), this system can be restricted to a k-closed integrated system relative 
to the tn-formation. 
There exists one further result regarding prefrattini subgroups. 
THEOREM 9 (Hofmann). A formation 6 is a tn-formation if and only if 
for each group G, G, = ((GtF, n W(Y))n ( g6 G) for W(9) a prefrattini 
subgroup qf G with respect to a Sylow system 9. 
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Proof. Let R be a saturated formation defined by the system {f(p) > 
such that f(p) = (tj for each prime p and 8 a tn-formation. Each chief fac- 
tor not in GcF, is R-central. Consider a s-central p-chief factor H/K that is 
contained in GtF,. By Lemma 6(b), H/K has a primitive group type in R. 
This contradicts the fact that no complemented p-chief factor can satisfy 
this property. Hence all central p-chief factors in Gg are Frattini chief fac- 
tors. The R-prefrattini subgroup WH(Y) = W(Y) DR(Y) with respect o a 
Sylow system Y. Then N = G, n W’(Y) covers all A-central and avoids 
all complemented chief factors in G,. But this implies that N = 
G,c n W(Y). Since N contains the fi-normalizer of Go, then G, = 
(N” I gEG). 
Suppose that G,G = ((G, n W(9’))R 1 ge G) for each group G with 
respect o the formation 8. Let G be a group that contains a minimal nor- 
mal subgroup M such that G/M E 8 but G 6 8. If M is complemented, then 
a prefrattini subgroup W(9) avoids M. This implies that G, = { 11. Hence 
A4 c Q(G). Therefore 6 is a tn-formation. 
DEFINITION 5 (Hale [ 71). A formation 52 is normally closed if each 
normal subgroup of GE R is also in R. R will be called an nc-formation. 
The formation g is an nc-formation that is locally complemented by the 
integrated system { T(p) } such that each T(p) consists of all elementary 
abelian p-groups. Trivially, T(p) is an nc-formation. This raises the 
question on whether or not an integrated system of nc-formations will 
define a locally complemented formation that is also an nc-formation. 
THEOREM 10. Let 6 be a locally complementedformation with respect to 
an integrated system {T(p)} f -f o nc ormations. Then 6 is normally closed. 
Proqf: Let GE 8 be a group of least order that contains a normal sub- 
group N 4 8. Then N is a normal maximal subgroup of G. For a minimal 
normal subgroup M of G that is contained in N, N/M E ‘3. Furthermore 
M = N, is a p-group. We need to consider only the case that M is the uni- 
que minimal normal subgroup of G. If GTtpj # ( 1 }, then M z GTtPj implies 
that M is complemented in G. Hence @(N) = ( 11. Therefore each chief fac- 
tor of N in M is complemented. Since 8 = c(B), it follows that NE 0. So 
G T(pj = { 1). By hypothesis, NE T(p) E 8. This completes the proof. 
The next result extends Theorem 10 to be compatible with Theorem 5(b). 
The proof is analogous to that above. 
THEOREM 11. If R is an nc-formation, then k,(R) is normally closed. 
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COROLLARY 1 1.1. Euc’h jormation that is locullv complemenred hi, un 
itltegrated system qf ncyfbrmations can be locully wmplemented h?, an 
integrated k-closed system qf’ nc-formations. 
Another closure operation that arises quite naturally from the definition 
of c,(H) is related to the extension of p’-groups by groups in the formation 
53. As is known, if ‘21 and 23 are formations and ‘21 is an nc-formation, then 
the set 91‘23 of all groups G that are extensions of a group in 9I by a group 
in 23 is a formation. Let VI,,. denote the formation of all p’-groups and con- 
sider ‘21,,.A. This is a closure operation with respect to the prime p. 
Moreover c,,(%,,.S3) =c,,(%). As a result, if a formation 6 can be locally 
complemented by a system of formations [T(p)}, then the system 
“It T(p)) also locally complements (6. The proofs of these statements 
bar$lel those given earlier in this section. 
3. CHARACTERISTIC B-SUBGROUPS 
The existence of the characteristic subgroups developed in this section 
have been known for the formation 3. Until the introduction of the tn-for- 
mations, a proper format did not exist upon which to present them. The 
result of Zacher [ 1 l] on complemented groups motivated the series 
concept that is developed here. 
Only tnyfbrmations are considered in this section. With the exception qf 
Theorem 4, the formations also are assumed to be normally closed. 
DEFINITION 1. The Y,-.&group of a group G is the intersection YY,,(G) 
of the maximal normal G-subgroups if G +! 8 and ‘V,(G) = G if GE 6 with 
respect o a formation 6. For the formation 5, we refer to the Y-subgroup 
denoted by Y(G). 
Since 8 is an nc-formation, then !Pt6(G) exists and is a characteristic 
&subgroup of a group G. 
THEOREM 1. For agroup G# {l}, Y&G)# {I}. 
Proof: Since G # { 1 }, G contains at least one minimal normal sub- 
group ME 8 E 8. Hence maximal normal B-subgroups exist. Let 
{Mj ( i= l,.... k) d enote the collection of all such subgroups. For k = 1, 
M, = Yv,(G). For k > 1, assume inductively that I!, = njl Mi # (11 for 
1 < j < k. Then Ai n Mi+ , # { 1) for otherwise AiMi+, E 6. The contradic- 
tion implies that Yr/,(G) = A, # (1). 
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COROLLARY 1.1. For each group G there exists a characteristic series 
{l}=Yy,,cY,c-~ c Y’, = G such that Yv,(G/Yju,_ ,) = !Pj/YjuiI for 
j=l ,..., r. 
DEFINITION 2. The series in Corollary 1.1 will be called the upper 
Y,,-series and r is the YE-length of this series. For 6 = 3, the series will be 
referred to as the upper Y-series and r is the Y-length. 
THEOREM 2. For a normal subgroup N of a group G and a subformation 
5j qf a formation 6 the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) YdN) 4 G. 
(b) Sot(N) c Y&N). 
(~1 y%,(N) n YdG) Z { 1). 
Proof. Yt6(N) characteristic in N implies (a). Each minimal normal 
subgroup M of G in N is contained in each maximal normal Q-subgroup. 
Hence ME Y&G). From this we conclude that (b) and (c) are valid. 
DEFINITION 3. For a group G and a formation 6, the X6-subgroup, 
x,(G), is the terminal member of the Zacher B-series, { 1) = FO s 
F,c...GF,~... suchthatforr>l, 
FJF,-, = 
i 
FCC/F, - I 1 if (GF,-,), n@(G/F,_,)=E;._, 
F,_, otherwise. 
For (5 = 8, we refer to the X-subgroup x(G). 
THEOREM 3. For a group G and the formations !$ and 8 such that 
!$ s 8, the following properties are satisfied: 
(a) G,(G) E Q. 
(b) xa(G) c GAG). 
(~1 xa(GhdG)) = ~a(G)hs(G). 
Proof: Consider the Zacher e-series { 1 } c F, z ... c F,. c ... and the 
case that K= xcF,(G) # { 1 }. By induction, x~~(G/F,) = K/F, E 6. Since 6 is 
normally closed, K, G G,. Hence K, n@(K)cG, n@(G)= (11. 
Therefore K splits over each K-normal subgroup that is contained in K6. 
Then Q = c(B) implies that KE 8. Hence (a) is valid. 
For (b), note that G6 L G,. Hence G, n Q(G) = { 1) implies that 
F, = F: for the Zacher b-series (1 } = F$ c F: E ... 2 F: c *.. . By induc- 
tion on G/F,, the result follows. 
In (c) it is enough to note that either F: = { 1) or F: = F,. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. For unj’ ,fkwmation 8, 
(a) x(G) c x~G) and 
(b) xdGh(G)) = x~WX(G). 
ProoJ The formation 3 is contained in each tn-formation. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For a group G and the formation 8, 
(b) each chief,factor of G in x(G) is complemented, and 
(c) G splits ouer x(G). 
Proqf: In regard to (b) and x(G) # { 1 }, x(G/F,) = x(G)/F, E 5. By 
Lemma 4 in Section 1 and Lemma 2.6 [S], the result is valid. 
The next theorem does not assume that the tn-formations are normally 
closed. 
THEOREM 4. Let & and 05 he formations such that $3 is normally closed, 
$j c 6, and M is a normal subgroup of a group G. Then ME 8 if’and only if 
M/M n x5(G) E (5. 
Pro@ Suppose that M/M~x%(G)E 8 and that neither MEX$(G) nor 
M n xR( G) = { 1 }. Consider the X&-series (1 } = F, c . . c F, = x5(G). For 
r=l, x5(G)=F, and G,n@(G)={l}. Since $c@ and MaG, then 
M,6 n Q(M) E M, n Q(M) c G, n @(G) = { 1). Hence each minimal 
normal subgroup of M that is contained in M, is complemented 
in M. Therefore ME@. For r> 1, (MF,/F,)/((Mnx8(G))/F1)= 
(MF, /F, )/(MF, /F, n x%(G)/F, ) E 8 since this is an epimorphic image of 
M/M n x@(G) induced by F, . By induction, MF, IF, z M/Mn F, E 6. So 
M,, c M n F, But M, n Q(M) c G, n Q(G) = { 1) implies that each 
M-chief factor in Mm is complementable in M. Hence ME 6. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let sj and 6 be formations such that !$ is normally 
closed and $j E 6. 
(a) A group GE 8 if and only if G, & x5(G). 
(b) If N is a normal @subgroup of a group G, then Nxs E 6. 
(c) Ij’N is a normal subgroup of a group G such that N/x% E 8, then 
NE 6. In particular if N/xB is a chief factor of G, then NE 6. 
(d) A normal subgroup N of a group G is in 6 tf and only if 
N/NnX(G)E@. 
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Proof. (a) results from the theorem for M= G. For (b), 
NxJ(G)/x~(G) E N/N n x5(G) E 8 implies that (NQJG)), z x%(G). Since 
Nx5 4 G, then N&G) E 8. In (c), it is enough to note that 3 c 8 implies 
that the formation of elementary abelian p-groups for each prime p is in (3i. 
(d) is also the result of 3 E 8. 
Again we assume that all formations are nc-formations. 
THEOREM 5. For formations 5 and C5 such that $3 s 8 and a group G, 
the ,following properties are satisfied: 
(a) xc(G) z Y’,(G). 
(b) ‘YdGhdG)) = ‘YdWsjW 
(c) xCfi(G) = Y’,(G) if and only if G E 8. 
Prooj: By Corollary 4.1(b), x%(G) is contained in each maximal normal 
B-subgroup. Hence by definition, X$(G) c Y,(G). Hence (a) is valid. Then 
(a) implies (b). For (c), we note that by definition, GE 8 implies 
X&G) = YY,(G). For the converse, if G$8, then Y&G/X(~) = 
ydG)/~dG) #xdG) by Theorem 1. 
In regard to epimorphisms, neither X&G) nor Y,(G) are necessarily 
preserved even if the kernel on an epimorphism is contained in either one. 
For the formation 5, the p-group G of exponent p and order p3 for an odd 
prime p suffices for an example that x(N) 6 x(G) for each normal sub- 
group N of G. Also X(H)#X((a))xX((b)) for the group H= 
(a~a2=l)x(h(h4=1). For G=AxB, we can only state that 
Y(G) c Y(A) Y(B). 
In general, neither the Sylow structure nor the group structure for either 
x(G) or Y(G) can be expected to be well defined. By a result of Christensen 
[6], there exist groups in 5 that have a Sylow p-subgroup of an arbitrary 
nilpotent class. T. Hawkes [9] has shown that each solvable group can be 
embedded in a multiprimitive group which is an element in 3. In view of 
Theorem 5, this readily generalizes to X&G) and Y’,(G) for an arbitrary 
formation ($5. 
THEOREM 6. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G and 8 be a for- 
mation. [f { 1 } = F, c ... c F, = xc(G) and ( 1 } = F,* c . . . c F: = xcs( N) 
are the respective Zacher B-series ,for G and N, respectively, then 
FT = F, n N for 0 < j < r. In particular, xC5( G) n NE xC5( N). Moreover r < t 
.for N @ xdG). 
ProoJ: Consider the case of N & xs(G) and r >O. Since the result is 
valid for ,j= 0, inductively assume its validity for an integer j, 0 < j< r. 
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Then xdG/F,) = xdG)IF, and F,NjF,nF,, ,/F,=(F,NnF;+ ,),‘F, 
=F;(Nn F,+,)/F, = F(F,N/F,). However, F, N/F, 1 N/F, n N = N/F;. 
So F(F;NIF,)r F(N/FT). Then (NF,/F,),fi n @(NF,/F,)s (G/F,),c, n 
@(G/F,) = F, implies that F(N/FT) = FT+ , /FT. Furthermore FT c F, n 
F,*+ , c F, n N= F,* implies that F,F*,+ ,/F, g FT, ,/F,* is nilpotent. So 
F/F:+ ,lF, s F, + , IF,. Consequently I;;*+, 5 F,, , n N. But F,Fjc, ,/F, z 
FT+,/FT 2 F,(N n F,+,)/F, = (N n F,+,),iF;“. Since (F,,, :FT) = 
WnF,+ I :F;“), then FT+, =F,+, n N. If N z x&G), then N = x&N) by 
Theorem 5(c). In each case, x,,(G)n Ncxcs(N). Since the case r =0 is 
trivial, the first conclusions are valid. The final result is evident. 
COROLLARY 6.1. For N normul subgroup N of CI group G and a formation 
(5, xCF,(G) c N implies that X($(G) E x,$(N). 
The dihedral group of order eight provides an example of Corollary 6.1 
for the formation 3. 
DEFINITION 4. The derived (f-series for a group G and the formation 8 
is the series G=K,,~K,~..~~K,=(l} such that K,+,=(K,)o. The 
integer t is called B-length of G. 
THEOREM 7. For each group G, the @-length equals the Y’,,-length. 
Proqlf: Consider the case that G # { 1 1 and let { 1 } = Y0 c . c Y, = G 
and G=K, 3 1 K, = ( 1 1 be the respective Yc5- and B-series. Then 
K, c Y’, , . Inductively assume that K, 5 !P-~, for the case of r > 2. Then 
K,K, ,/'Cj I SK ,iF /--I = Yu,( G/Y,+, , ) E 6. Since 8 is nor- 
mally closed, K,Yrmm, ,/Y,_, , rK,K,nY,_,.-, ~0% Hence K,,, c 
K, n yr-, , . As a result, t < r. On the other hand, by Corollary 4.1 and 
Theorem 5(a), { 1 > #K,_ , c Y,. Since K, z c Y, implies that K,- , = { 1 ), 
it follows that K,- z @ Y, . By an inductive argument, K, E Yv,. , but 
K, g YY, ~, , . Hence K, c Y’,+ , but K, @ Yr ?. Therefore r d t. 
COROLLARY 7.1. The YCC-length of an epimorphic image is equal to or 
less than the Y,,-length of G. 
Proof: Apply the epimorphic image properties of the B-residual. 
Let 6* = ‘3 n (ri for the formation ‘91 of nilpotent groups and 8 a 
formation. 
DEFINITION 5. The Zacher B-series will be called the upper (Cseries. 
The series G=G,zG, 2 ... zG,z ... such that for each r> 1, G,-,/G, 
is the maximal factor group of GjP, that is in G* and for which 
(GIG,),, n @(G/G,) = G, is called the lower B-series. A series ( 1) = 
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N, c N, c ... EN, E ... is an ascending O-series if for each j> 0, 
(GIN,), n @(GjNj) = N, and N,, ,/N, c F(G/Nj). A series G = M, 3 
M, T> ... 2 M,y 2 ... is a descending (S-series if (G/M,)6 n @(G/M,) = M, 
and Mim ,/M, s F(G/M,) for each j>O. Set M,(G)= n; Mj, N,(G) = 
U;” N,, and G, = nc Gi. 
THEOREM 8. The following properties are satisfied for a group G and a 
formation 8: 
(a) The elements in the upper and lower G-series are characteristic 
subgroups af’ G. 
(b) For an ascending @-series { 1) = NO C_ N, E . . . and upper 
0%series { 1 } = FO c F, c ‘. . , N, c F, for each integer j. 
(c) For a descending Q-series G = M, 1 M, 2 . . and lower B-series 
G=G,zG, 2 ..., Gi E M, for each integer j. 
Proof (a) is valid for the upper @-series by definition. For j# 0, con- 
sider G, in the lower B-series. Then (Gi)6 * is characteristic in G under the 
inductive assumption that Gj is characteristic in G. Without loss of 
generality, assume (Gi)(F,r = { 1). Suppose there exist proper G-normal sub- 
groups N, M c Gi such that M n N = { 1). Inductively G,/N, G,/M E 6* 
and (G/N)o n @(G/N) = N, (G/M),5 n @(G/M) = M. Hence NG,/Nn 
@(G/N) = N and MG,/M n @(G/M) = M. Let A be a minimal normal sub- 
group of G that is contained in G, n Q(G). Then NAjN c NG,/N n 
@(G/N) = N. So A E N. Similarly A G M. So A = { 1) and G, n Q(G) = { 1 }. 
Consequently there is a unique maximal factor group G,/T for which 
G,/TE%*, (G/T),,, n@(G/T)= T, and Tz G,, , is characteristic in G. 
Hence the lower Q-series exists and is a characteristic series. 
Consider (b) and inductively assume that N, c F,. In G/E;, N,, , Fj/Fj z 
N,, ,lN,, I n Fj is a homomorphic image of N,, ,/Nj. Hence N, + i F,/F, c 
F(GIF,)=F,+ I/F,. SO NJ+ 1 ‘Fj+ 1. 
For (c), we can assume that Gj GM, for an integer j. Suppose that 
M /+1 #M,. Then G,M,+ ,/M,+, g Gj/Gi n M,, , E 8*, (G/M,+ ,)C6 n 
~(GlM,+~)=M,+,,andG,Mj+,lMi+, - = F( G/M, + , ). Consider a chief fac- 
tor AIG,nM,+, c(GlGi nMi+I)c6 n@(G/Gj n M,, ,). Then 
AEG,,,(G,~M,+,)EG,M~+, and A c (G, n Mj+ I) W for a prefrattini 
subgroup W of G. Hence AM, + , lMi+ , is covered by Mj, , W. This con- 
tradicts (GIM,4-,h n@(GIM,+,) =Mj+lG,IMj+, n@(GiM,+,)=Mj+,. 
Therefore Gj+, sG,nM,+, cM,,~. 
THEOREM 9. The following properties are satisfied in a group G with 
respect to a formation 8: 
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(a) Euch subgroup in an ascending 6series is in (6. 
(b) Euch ,fuctor group in N descending 6.serie.s is in (5. 
(~1 G,, c M, (G) und N, (G) c x~G). 
Cd) G,, =G,. 
Proqf: (a) is the result of Theorems 3 and 8 and the fact that 6 is 
normally closed. 
Consider the lower @-series G = G, 1 G, 2 .. and assume inductively 
that G/G, E 8 for ,jB 1. Suppose G, # G,, , = ( 1 f. Then G, 5 G, and 
Gtc, n Q(G) = ( 1 f. So G splits over each normal subgroup in G,,. Since 
6 = c(8), then G,r, = { 1 1. Hence (b) is valid. 
(c) results from (b), Theorems 3 and 8(c), and the fact that 6 is nor- 
mally closed. 
In (d), G,, r G, since G/G, E (5 for each integer j. Suppose that 
G,, c G, Hence there exists at least one chief factor G.,/K for 
G,, E Kc G * such that G L /K E 6 * and (G/K),,, n @(G/K) = K. Therefore 
G, is not the terminal member of this series. So G, = G, 
COROLLARY 9.1. The length qf‘ the low,er 6series ,for N group G in u 
,formation 6 is precisely the Fitting length qf G. 
Proof: Let G=G,~G,r>...Gk-,3Gk={1} be the lower B-series 
for a group GE 8. The upper B-series { 1) = F, c .. c F,, = G is the 
Fitting series. Since the upper Q-series is also a descending B-series, then 
G, c Fr, , for j= 0 ,..., n by the theorem. So k 6 n. However the lower 
(c-series is an ascending (G-series. Therefore G, ~, E F, for j = O,..., k. Hence 
k>n. 
The results in this section emphasize the duality that exists between 
nilpotent and solvable &-groups. In particular, the subgroups x(G) 
and Y(G) are the counterparts to the hypercenter and Fitting subgroups, 
respectively. 
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